1) Approval of April 13, 2010 minutes 5 min

2) CTSI Update (pink) 40 min
   Bruce Blazar

3) Foundations of Interprofessional Collaboration/Communication 20 min
   Briefing and discussion
   Barbara Brandt, Judith Buchanan

4) Carnegie Conference in June 20 min
   Briefing and discussion
   Barbara Brandt, Judith Buchanan

5) FCC Assembly 10 min
   Update
   Brian Isetts

6) FY11 Budget 15 min
   Briefing and Discussion
   Frank Cerra, Beth Nunnally

7) Executive Session

Future Agenda Items
CTSI (monthly) Bruce Blazar
IHI Update (quarterly) Julie Jacko
Ideas/Initiatives to share among the schools (recurring)